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About This Game

Hosted by the ever-charismatic Mr. Rumpus and inspired by the golden age of couch multiplayer, Rumpus is a fast-paced
multiplayer action game, chaotic and intense. Players have to pickup and throw items at each other to throw them off the
screen. Items can be charged for extra shot speed. Players can also create a shockwave to reflect shots and fight in melee
combat, for some added strategy.
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12 beautiful hand-drawn pixel art characters!

Extra rules and different modes to create unique experiences!
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Arcade mode playable cooperatively or solo
2 to 4 players local multiplayer versus
Easy to pick up, hard to master
A specific button just for annoying your opponents
Works great with some friends and pizza!
We're eager to listen to player input and add more content!
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WHY HAVEN'T YOU BOUGHT RUMPUS YET?!?
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Title: Rumpus
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Polyraptor Games
Publisher:
Polyraptor Games
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 32 bits
Processor: Intel Core i3-6100 @ 3.70 GHz or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Radeon HD 6370M 1GB
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: Whatever works or none if you HATE sound

English,German,Portuguese,French,Russian
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This game is more fun that it has right to. If you love 8bit style party games, Rumpus is for you. Beautiful and quirky handdrawn characters, mood-setting high-octane music, and a blink and you're dead play speed. I suck at playing high speed games,
and I still had a lot of fun. Multiplayer, cooperatively or competitive, makes the experience, and I can't wait to play it with all
four players at a time.
BUY THIS. GAME. NOW.. I love this game! It's really adictive and challanging. I like that it's very strategic and cooperative,
you really have to think your moves in order to complete the levels. Also the caracters are really funny and the scenarios are
awesome with lots of sorprises.
I really recommend it ; ). It's an amazing game!,
Looks like simple but when you start to play it, that becomes a really big challenge with all that enemies around the screen all
the time, the multiplayer game is so funny to play with friends, and you can pass several hours playing without getting bored.
You need really good reflexes to move along the levels making it difficult and really vicious.
Highly recommended for all those player that are looking for hard challenges!
. nice physics, awasome and addictive music and a gameplay that unlocks frenzy mode on you... really nice to play with friends.
Do you like throwing stuff at people?
Do you like to claim victory against your friends and see them swallow sadness and defeat?
Do you like to learn new and creative ways to use office chairs as projectiles?
Do you like to ponder about the inevitability of death and the decay of your metabolism as you grow older and frail?
Do you stare at the abyss and the abyss stares back at you?
Then this is the game for you!
Don't mind my total play time. My friends and I had tons of fun with this game even when it was in development. It's a bonafide
couch multiplayer game... with absurd themes, intense but brief rounds and runs like diarrhea after combining coffee with
bananas (it runs great, that's what I meant).
If you like to have friends in your home and play multiplayer games, this is a great choice.
Also, it has a duck with giant legs! What are you waiting for? Buy now!. This game really brings me back to my arcade days,
hahaha!
The character design is funny as sh***, the Rubber Duck with legs cracks me up.
It has that nostalgic feel, I look forward to more from these guys.
Kudos!. I'm having so much fun playing this game with my brother!!
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The Rumping is real!
A great multiplayer experience. Highly recommended to add to your couch-party-game library.
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